Announcing ICIN 2013 in Venice
Call for Papers now available
The Call for Papers for the ICIN 2013 conference is available and submissions are open through the EDAS system.
Prospective authors are invited to submit review manuscripts for ICIN 2013, to be held in Venice 14-17 October 2013. Please visit our call for
papers online at http://www.icin.co.uk/cfp or download the call for papers here.
ICIN is the home of international research of communication intelligence in advanced networks. ICIN has a long track record of shining a light on
bright new (and brave) ideas. It is a place for a meeting of minds, where everyone contributes and everyone learns more.
Three worlds of research combine their effort in ICIN – academic schools of communication studies, vendors' product R&D and operators'
advanced labs. This unique fusion in equal parts of scientific breakthrough, commercial practicability and operational feasibility is what makes ICIN
such an engaging forum. Here, authors' ideas are reviewed against a wealth of Industry experience, ensuring that equal weight is given to blue-sky
ideas as to their commercial potential. ICIN has always managed the impossible – to provide an independent platform for true professionals and
thought leaders, while avoiding commercialism and competitiveness.
The primary focus of ICIN 2013 is twofold, addressing both how to make networks smarter with a stream on the transformation of Telcos'
networks and how to make smarter things with these networks with a stream on the future of real-time communications.
ICIN 2013 invites submissions of papers or demonstrations from telecom operators, internet service providers, over the top companies, content
providers, web companies, user communities and developers as well as from established telecommunication and networking vendors or new
companies in the ICT realm that contribute to the on-going discussion from their specific standpoint putting forward requirements, solutions and
innovative perspectives whose focus is users and the fulfilment of their requirements.
Submissions should be made electronically through EDAS at http://edas.info/N13971.
Submission deadline: 13 April 2013
Notification of paper acceptance by: 4 June 2013
Final paper: 30 July 2013
You will find instructions and additional information on our web site at http://www.icin.co.uk.
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